
Case Study 

Kliring the way for 
Permitting peace of mind. 
Keith Abercrombie, the Chief Operating Office of Santa Clarita Valley Water (SCVW) and his newly formed 
team were faced with a number of challenges when they amalgamated the three water divisions of, Newhall 
Water, Santa Clarita Water, and Valencia Water, to form a single agency SCVW serving 273,000 people in 
2018. Not least among these challenges was getting a handle on what permits existed across the three 
divisions. This coupled with an aging work force, of which 80% is over 50, and a few key team members 
retiring over the coming years, drove Keith and the team to look for a new way to handle their permits. 

Keith and the new management team quickly realized that they were not fully aware of every permit which 
was being managed across the three divisions. In the old world everyone knew who was responsible for 
managing a specific permit but a change in the overall structure meant a change in responsibilities for 
many employees. Each permit, of course, had some sort of requirement to fulfill for a key regulatory body. 
Not reporting or complying would mean that the utility would be subject to a fine or penalty- which in many 
cases could be quite material. Not having the full view was putting the team at risk.

With permits being handled by different individuals within the utility without the support of a central 
permitting database and with permit numbers and complexity increasing, there was simply too much risk.

Recognizing this, Keith and the team at SCVW turned to Klir and our permit management system to pull all 
this information together. The Klir solution takes the risk of managing and complying with permits out of the 
admin of its employees, centralizes the information and automates all the tasks and activities to comply 
with all permitting across the organization. 
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The Klir team came on site and spent a “day in the life” with SCVW to understand how permitting was 
being currently managed. The team then met with all key operators to present the findings, provide an 
overview of how the Klir software would benefit them and next steps to get them up and running with 
Klir as soon as possible. 

The Klir team then worked with SCVW to: 

• Gather and input all permit data and requirements into Klir’s permit management system
• Build onto existing systems and processes, ensuring that employees could continue to work
the exact same way as before
• Set up Klir’s system of triggers and alerts to automatically keep track of and manage all the tasks, 
activities and notifications for every single permit
• Train all operators and senior management on the Klir software
• Provide a central and single source of truth & visibility into the status all150+ permits

The Impact. 
As a result of implementing Klir’s permit management software SCVW experienced the following impact: 
• 100% visibility for management into all permits w/ live status updates providing a single source of truth
• Complete elimination of all risk associated with specific employees holding all permitting information

so when roles change, people retire and new people come into the organization, permit management is
consistent and ever present

• All permit related task and actions fully automated – enabling employees to spend time
where they add value

• Easy visibility of work on-hand and supports prioritization
• No deadlines missed, thanks to automated tasks scheduling & auto-notifications sent to employees
• Entire system operational within 12 weeks, with 100% of relevant work force using Klir

Unexpected Benefits. 
SCVW also experience a number of extended benefits by 
implementing Klir’s permit management software including: 
• Deeper understanding of each permit as they entered them into the system
• Nobody needed to change how they worked because Klir sits on top of existing processes and systems
• No “configuration” of the software because it is designed exclusively for water utilities
• Klir software was very easy to use



Testimonial. .
"Klir is simple to use!! Some staff, like supervisors, worry that they could miss a deadline. Having the 
ability for software to tee up the events in advance and not just for the person whose responsibility 
it is but for someone else in case they are out gives us peace of mind. 

It is a lot more than automation, it is a central database and I now know where to go to find the data I 
need.

SINGLE SOLUTION FOR END-TO-
END WATER DATA MANAGEMENT 

AUTOMATED TASK MANAGEMENT 

UP-TO-DATE & COMPLIANT WITH 
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

LIVE REPORTS & DASHBOARDS 

SUPPORTS ALL PERMIT TYPES USER CONFIGURABLE FORMS AND TEMPLATES 

KLIR is world-class data and water management platform designed specifically by water experts for water providers. 
It is comprised of cloud-based modules that address the specific business operations impacting the day-to-day, end-to-end delivery 
of water management services. To learn more or to request a demo, contact us at: 

HQ OneEleven 325 Front St. West Toronto M5V2Y1 TEL +1 647 946 4151 E / WEB hello@klir.io 
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Klir has helped us manage and track permits and to be in a position that we are comfortable in 
knowing exactly what we are doing with our permits. We are not at the risk of screw ups, which can 
be embarrassing and costly.

I don't think there is anything out there like Klir."
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